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HYPERBOLIC GEOMETRY OF KURAMOTO OSCILLATOR
NETWORKS∗
BOLUN CHEN† , JAN R. ENGELBRECHT† , AND RENATO MIROLLO‡
Abstract. Kuramoto oscillator networks have the special property that their trajectories are
constrained to lie on the (at most) 3D orbits of the Mo¨bius group acting on the state space TN (the
N -fold torus). This result has been used to explain the existence of the N − 3 constants of motion
discovered by Watanabe and Strogatz for Kuramoto oscillator networks. In this work we investigate
geometric consequences of this Mo¨bius group action. The dynamics of Kuramoto phase models can
be further reduced to 2D reduced group orbits, which have a natural geometry equivalent to the unit
disk ∆ with the hyperbolic metric. We show that in this metric the original Kuramoto phase model
(with order parameter Z1 equal to the centroid of the oscillator configuration of points on the unit
circle) is a gradient flow and the model with order parameter iZ1 (corresponding to cosine phase
coupling) is a completely integrable Hamiltonian flow. We give necessary and sufficient conditions
for general Kuramoto phase models to be gradient or Hamiltonian flows in this metric. This allows
us to identify several new infinite families of hyperbolic gradient or Hamiltonian Kuramoto oscillator
networks which therefore have simple dynamics with respect to this geometry. We prove that for the
Z1 model, a generic 2D reduced group orbit has a unique fixed point corresponding to the hyperbolic
barycenter of the oscillator configuration, and therefore the dynamics are equivalent on different
generic reduced group orbits. This is not always the case for more general hyperbolic gradient or
Hamiltonian flows; the reduced group orbits may have multiple fixed points, which also may bifurcate
as the reduced group orbits vary.
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1. Introduction. Coupled oscillator networks are used to model a wide variety
of interesting collective phenomena in science and nature. Examples include syn-
chronization of cardiac pacemaker cells and firefly populations[25, 10], dynamics of
Josephson junction arrays[11, 20], electro-chemical oscillations[26], synchronization
of people walking [19] etc. This paper concerns a highly idealized class of oscillator
networks, governed by equations of the form
θ˙j = A+B cos θj + C sin θj , j = 1, . . . , N. (1)
Here θj is an angular variable (i.e. an element of Rmod 2piZ) and the coefficients
A,B,C are smooth functions of (θ1, . . . , θN ). The state space for this system is the
N -fold torus TN = (S1)N . We like to call an individual oscillator governed by an
equation of the form above a Kuramoto oscillator, and so we will refer to the oscillator
networks defined above as Kuramoto oscillator networks. If the functions A,B,C are
symmetric, i.e. invariant under all permutations of the variables θj , then we would
call this a symmetric network of Kuramoto oscillators. But we emphasize that we
do not assume symmetry throughout this paper; the functions A,B,C may depend
differently on the θj , or even not depend at all on some of the θj .
Kuramoto oscillator networks arise as models of Josephson junction series arrays,
and also as the result of averaging more complex dynamical systems[21]. Beginning
with the original work of Kuramoto over forty years ago [5, 18], Kuramoto networks
have been a very fertile research subject in applied dynamics (reference [17] is a nice
survey of much of this work through 2015). As these networks were extensively stud-
ied, researchers began to realize that Kuramoto oscillator systems exhibited dynamical
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properties that would be considered atypical in more general oscillator networks. In
particular, it became clear that the long-term dynamics often were neither asymp-
totically stable nor unstable; instead, a remarkable neutral stability for steady states
was often observed.
A major step in understanding this neutral stability was achieved by Watanabe
and Strogatz in their 1994 paper “Constants of motion for superconducting Joseph-
son arrays” [24] which we will henceforth refer to as WS. This seminal work is now
considered one of the most important papers on the dynamics of Kuramoto networks.
In an algebraic tour-de-force, WS constructs N − 3 independent functions which are
conserved quantities for a system of the form (1). Therefore the dynamical orbit of
any initial point in TN is constrained to lie on an at most 3-dimensional submanifold
defined by setting these N − 3 functions equal to constants. The WS theory was
subsequently generalized to non-identical oscillator networks[14, 22], networks with
external periodic forcing[15] and noisy oscillators[2]. Furthermore, it is shown in [16]
that in the continuum limit N → ∞, the WS theory can be linked to the famous
Ott-Antonsen ansatz[12, 13], which is a low-dimensional dynamical reduction tech-
nique that made possible the complete analytic solution to numerous variations of the
classic continuum limit Kuramoto model, as in [1, 7, 6, 9]. More recently, the WS
formalism has been extended perturbatively to weakly inhomogeneous populations of
Kuramoto oscillators[23].
This reduction to 3D dynamics essentially explained the observed neutral stability
of some steady states for Kuramoto networks. For example, in the case of symmetric
coefficient functions A,B,C we are interested in splay orbits, which are periodic
dynamical orbits in which the angular variables θj all evolve according to the same
periodic function, but with equally spaced time shifts. Before WS, splay orbits were
observed in Josephson junction networks and observed numerically to be neutrally
stable inN−2 independent directions [11, 20]. In light of WS, this makes perfect sense;
the splay orbits live inside 3D submanifolds defined by the WS constants of motion;
perturbing in N−3 independent directions given by changing the WS constants results
in an orbit constrained to lie on a different 3D submanifold, which cannot relax back
to the original splay orbit. (The remaining neutral direction to bring the count up to
N − 2 is the direction along the orbit itself.)
The next step forward was the realization that the WS constants have an intrinsic
group-theoretic interpretation, and in fact it is this group action which is fundamental
to the special dynamical properties of Kuramoto networks. The 3D group G consist-
ing of Mo¨bius transformations that preserve the unit disc acts naturally on TN . In
2009 [8] Mirollo, Marvel and Strogatz observed that the dynamical orbits of (1) are
constrained to lie on the group orbits for this action. Therefore the dynamical system
reduces to a family of 3D systems on the group orbits. The WS constants can be
interpreted as cross-ratios of points on the unit circle, which are preserved by Mo¨bius
transformations. We see this Mo¨bius group invariance as the intrinsic reason for the
reduction to 3D dynamics, and think of the WS constants more as a consequence
derived from the group action. The Mo¨bius invariance also leads to a complete clas-
sification of attractors for Kuramoto networks [4].
But there is much more in WS than the constants of motion. WS goes on to
derive the evolution equations for the reduced dynamics on the 3D orbits, which we
will present below in a more transparent Mo¨bius formulation. Next, WS analyzes a
special case of (1) obtained by Swift et. al. [21] via averaging more general Josephson
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junction array systems; namely, the system given by
θ˙j = ω +
1
N
N∑
k=1
cos(θk − θj − δ), j = 1, . . . , N (2)
where ω and δ are constants. This system has an additional invariance given by θj 7→
θj +c for any c ∈ R; if (θ1(t), . . . θN (t)) is a solution then so is (θ1(t)+c, . . . θN (t)+c).
So we can identify points (θ1, . . . θN ) and (θ1 + c, . . . θN + c) to obtain a reduced
state space T˜N which is topologically an (N − 1)-dimensional torus, and the system
dynamics will lie on the at most 2 dimensional reduced group orbits.
WS constructs a function H on each reduced group orbit with the property that
H˙ = R2 sin δ, whereR is the magnitude of the centroid of the points eiθj . This function
H is a Lyapunov function for the flow unless sin δ = 0. In the case sin δ = 0, H is
an additional conserved quantity and therefore the system is completely integrable.
The dynamics on the reduced group orbits can be easily understood in terms of the
function H; in particular one can show that fixed points correspond to critical points
of H. Closed orbits are ruled out unless sin δ = 0. WS establishes that H has at least
one critical point on the reduced group orbit of any p ∈ TN unless p has a majority
cluster of at least N/2 identical θj . It is conjectured in WS that this critical point is
unique; we will prove below that this is indeed correct.
One of the main results of this paper is to show that the system (2) with δ = ±pi/2
is in fact a gradient flow on the reduced group orbits, with respect to a natural metric
which is equivalent to the hyperbolic metric on the unit disc, and H can be derived
as the potential function for this gradient flow. In fact, this derivation is equivalent
to the standard multivariable calculus problem of determining that a vector field is
a gradient, and then integrating to find the potential function. Moreover, the flow
for general δ is just a rotation of the gradient case with respect to this metric; in
particular, the ±pi/2 rotation of the system corresponding to sin δ = 0 is Hamiltonian
with respect to this metric. But most importantly, the system (2) is only one example
of a Kuramoto network with this gradient/Hamiltonian structure. We will exhibit
a simple criterion for a Kuramoto network to have this property, and give several
examples of Kuramoto networks for which the gradient/Hamiltonian dynamics hold.
We leave as an open problem the complete classification of Kuramoto networks with
this gradient/Hamiltonian structure.
The organization of this paper is as follows: we begin by deriving the explicit
equations for the dynamics on the 3D Mo¨bius orbits, then turn to the special case of
systems with the additional invariance θj 7→ θj + c, for which an additional reduction
to 2D orbits holds. We show that these 2D orbits are naturally equivalent to the unit
disc with the standard hyperbolic metric, and derive a criterion for when the flow on
the 2D reduced orbits is gradient with respect to this metric. The special case (2)
studied in WS has a particularly nice geometric interpretation in this metric, which
we explain. We prove the uniqueness of fixed points for (2), as conjectured in WS,
and then give several other examples of systems satisfying the gradient/Hamiltonian
criterion. We conclude with some discussion of directions for further research on these
systems.
2. Reduction To 3D System. We begin by deriving the Mo¨bius form of the
evolution equations 3.6 in WS, which give the dynamics on the group orbits. It is
desirable to express the system (1) in complex form, with zj = e
iθj . Leta = −C+iB;
a a complex-valued function on TN which plays the role of an order parameter for
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the system. Then using z˙j = izj θ˙j we obtain
z˙j = iAzj + izjIm(azj) = iAzj + 1
2
(
a−az2j
)
, j = 1, . . . , N. (3)
As an example, the WS system (2) has a = ei(pi/2−δ)Z1, where Z1 is the first moment
of the point (z1, . . . , zN ) given by
Z1 =
1
N
N∑
j=1
zj .
Henceforth we will refer to (2) as the Z1 model.
Let G be the 3D group G of Mo¨bius transformations preserving the unit disc. An
element M ∈ G can be expressed uniquely in the form
Mz = ζ
z − w
1− wz , z ∈ C, (4)
where the parameters w and ζ satisfy |w| < 1 and |ζ| = 1. Therefore G is topologically
the product of the unit disc ∆ and unit circle S1. Note that in this parameterization w
is the pre-image of 0: w = M−1(0) or equivalently Mw = 0. When ζ = 1, we denote
the above Mo¨bius transformation by Mw. If M ∈ G and p = (β1, . . . , βN ) ∈ TN then
Mp = (Mβ1, . . . ,MβN )
defines the group action of G on TN . The group orbits are the sets Gp = {Mp | M ∈
G}.
Now fix a base point p = (β1, . . . , βN ) ∈ TN . As shown in [8], any trajectory for
(3) with initial condition in the group orbit Gp can be expressed in the form M(t)p
for some M(t) ∈ G; we will explicitly derive this result below. Let M(t) ∈ G be
any smooth 1-parameter family with parameters w = w(t) and ζ = ζ(t), and let
zj = M(t)βj be the coordinates of M(t)p. We differentiate zj = M(t)βj directly to
obtain
z˙j = ζ˙
βj − w
1− wβj + ζ
( −w˙
1− wβj
)
− ζ
(
βj − w
(1− wβj)2
)
(−w˙βj)
= ζ˙ζzj −
(
w˙
βj − w
)
zj +
(
ζw˙βj
βj − w
)
z2j
= ζ˙ζzj −
(
w˙
βj − w
)
zj + ζw˙
(
1 +
w
βj − w
)
z2j .
(5)
Inverting the equation for zj = M(t)βj gives
βj =
zj + ζw
ζ + wzj
,
1
βj − w =
ζ + wzj
zj(1− |w|2)
which we substitute in (5) to obtain
z˙j = − w˙ζ
1− |w|2 +
(
ζ˙ζ +
w˙w − w˙w
1− |w|2
)
zj +
w˙ζ
1− |w|2 z
2
j .
Comparing this to (3), we see that if we set
w˙ = −1
2
(1− |w|2)ζa
ζ˙ = iAζ − 1
2
(
wa− waζ2
)
,
(6)
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with A and a evaluated at the point M(t)p = (z1(t), . . . , zN (t)), then M(t)p satisfies
(3). Equation (6) defines a dynamical system on the Mo¨bius group G (which is
topologically ∆ × S1). If the base point p has at least three distinct coordinates βj ,
then any point in the group orbit Gp has a unique expression Mp for some M ∈ G;
this is because a Mo¨bius map is uniquely determined by the images of three distinct
points. So the system dynamics on the group orbit Gp are equivalent to the dynamics
on the group G given by (6).
The factor 1−|w|2 in the w equation is the first hint that this flow has connections
to hyperbolic geometry, since 1− |w|2 is the denominator in the hyperbolic metric on
the unit disc |w| < 1. We also observe that if we express M(t)p = ζMwp, then the
w-equation takes the form
w˙ = −1
2
(1− |w|2)ζa(ζMwp). (7)
3. Change Of Base Point. We explained above how to introduce coordinates
w ∈ ∆ and ζ ∈ S1 on any G-orbit Gp, provided that the point p = (βj) ∈ TN has at
least three distinct βj , which we will assume from here on. In this section we consider
the effect of changing the base point p to a different point p′ = Lp in Gp. Let w′, ζ ′
be the coordinates associated to the base point p′. If q = Mp is any point in Gp,
then for this point q, w = M−1(0). Similarly, if q = M ′p′, then for this point q,
w′ = (M ′)−1(0). Now
q = Mp = M ′Lp =⇒M = M ′L =⇒M ′ = ML−1;
therefore
w′ = (M ′)−1(0) = LM−1(0) = Lw.
This shows that the coordinates w and w′ are related via the Mo¨bius transformation
L; this observation will be crucial later in our discussion of hyperbolic geometry.
There is no similar simple relation between the coordinates ζ and ζ ′; since we will
not need the precise relation in the sequel, we omit this derivation. Note that we could
have replaced ζ by the coordinate η = M−1(1) ∈ S1; then the change-of-coordinate
rule is the same as for the w coordinates: η′ = Lη. We chose to use ζ instead of η to
keep the form of the Mo¨bius transformation associated to w and ζ in (4) as simple as
possible.
4. Kuramoto Phase Models. It is tempting to cancel the ζ and ζ in (7),
thus uncoupling the w equation from ζ; this is legitimate if a satisfies the invariance
relationa(ζp) = ζa(p). This invariance relation holds if the system (1) is a Kuramoto
phase model, which we define to be a Kuramoto model with the additional property
that if θj(t) is any solution, then so is θj(t) + c for any constant c. It is easy to see
that this condition holds if and only if the defining functions (in complex form) satisfy
the homogeneity relations A(ζp) = A(p) and a(ζp) = ζa(p) for all p ∈ TN and all ζ
with |ζ| = 1. The WS system (2) is an example: here A = ω and a = eiαZ1, which
clearly satisfy the homogeneity conditions (α = pi/2 − δ in terms of the parameter δ
used in WS). More generally, define the nth moment of the point (z1, . . . , zN ) for any
n ∈ Z as
Zn =
1
N
N∑
j=1
znj .
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Then we can construct a symmetric Kuramoto phase model by taking a to be any
linear combination of terms
Zn1 · · ·Znr with n1 + · · ·+ nr = 1.
For a Kuramoto phase model, the equation for w uncouples from ζ and has the
particularly simple form
w˙ = −1
2
(1− |w|2)a(Mwp). (8)
The dynamics for a phase model can be further reduced to 2D, by identifying points
under rotation; in other words, we identify p and ζp for any ζ ∈ S1. The full state
space for this reduced model is an (N − 1)-dimensional torus; the group orbits Gp
under this identification give us reduced group orbits G˜p, which are invariant under
the reduced dynamics. For a base point p with at least three distinct coordinates, its
reduced G-orbit can be parametrized by w ∈ ∆, and equation (8) gives the dynamics
on the reduced orbit. Note that the function A is irrelevant to the dynamics for the
reduced model. We also remark that fixed points in the reduced system correspond to
either fixed points or uniformly rotating solutions (i.e. constant phases) in the original
N -dimensional system.
The Poincare´ model for hyperbolic geometry on the unit disc ∆ has metric
ds =
2|dw|
1− |w|2 .
This metric is conformal with the Euclidean metric (i.e. angle measures agree), has
constant negative curvature −1 and its geodesics are lines or arcs of circles which meet
the boundary in 90o angles. Since the reduced G-orbits are in one-to-one correspon-
dence with ∆ via the coordinate w, we can transfer this metric to the reduced G-orbits.
This metric on the reduced G-orbits is natural in the sense that it is independent of
the choice of base point. This is because the orientation-preserving isometries for the
Poincare´ geometry are precisely the Mo¨bius transformations in our group G. If we
change base points, then the relation between the w and w′ coordinates is given by a
Mo¨bius transformation, which preserves the hyperbolic metric.
5. Gradient Condition. Since the metric on the reduced G-orbits is intrin-
sically defined, it is natural to explore connections between the dynamics of these
reduced systems and the associated geometry given by the metric. In particular, one
of the simplest things that could happen is that the dynamical system is a gradient
system with respect to this metric. So we ask, when is (8) a gradient flow for the
hyperbolic metric? Recall that if w = u+ iv ∈ ∆, then for any smooth function h on
∆ we define the complex partial derivatives
∂h
∂w
=
1
2
(
∂h
∂u
− i∂h
∂v
)
,
∂h
∂w
=
1
2
(
∂h
∂u
+ i
∂h
∂v
)
.
Then the Euclidean gradient of a real function h in complex form is given by
∇euch = 2 ∂h
∂w
.
In general, the gradient of a real function h with respect to a conformal metric φds,
where ds is the ordinary Euclidean metric on RN , is given by φ−2∇euch, where ∇euch
is the ordinary Euclidean gradient of h. So the hyperbolic gradient of h is given by
∇hyph = 1
4
(1− |w|2)2∇euch = 1
2
(1− |w|2)2 ∂h
∂w
.
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Now consider a dynamical system on ∆ in complex form
w˙ = f(w) = U + iV
with U, V real. Then
∂f
∂w
=
1
2
[
∂U
∂u
+
∂V
∂v
+ i
(
∂V
∂u
− ∂U
∂v
)]
,
so the Euclidean gradient condition in complex form is just
Im
∂f
∂w
= 0.
Similarly, the hyperbolic gradient condition for f is
Im
(
∂
∂w
[
(1− |w|2)−2f(w)]) = 0. (9)
Suppose w˙ = f(w) satisfies the hyperbolic gradient condition on ∆; then one can
construct a real function h on ∆, unique up to a constant, such that f = ∇hyph.
Then along trajectories,
h˙(w) = ||∇hyph(w)||2hyp = (1− |w|2)2
∣∣∣∣ ∂h∂w
∣∣∣∣2 .
Next, suppose we rotate the vector field f by some fixed ζ = eiα ∈ S1; in other words,
we consider the flow w˙ = ζf(w). Then along trajectories we have
h˙(w) = 〈∇hyph(w), ζf(w)〉hyp = cosα (1− |w|2)2
∣∣∣∣ ∂h∂w
∣∣∣∣2 .
Thus we see that provided cosα 6= 0, the function h is strictly increasing or decreasing
along trajectories (except for fixed points of the flow). In the case α = ±pi/2 the
function h is a conserved quantity, and in fact the flow is Hamiltonian with respect
to the hyperbolic metric, with Hamiltonian function h. The system is completely
integrable in the Hamiltonian case, with trajectories defined by the level curves of h.
For the reduced system (8), which has
f(w) = −1
2
(1− ww¯)a(Mwp)
the hyperbolic gradient condition is
Im
(
∂
∂w
[(1− ww¯)−1a(Mwp)]
)
= 0.
We have
∂
∂w
[(1− ww¯)−1a(Mwp)] = (1− ww¯)−2w¯a(Mwp) + (1− ww¯)−1
N∑
j=1
∂a
∂zj
∂zj
∂w
. (10)
Here the base point p = (β1, β2, . . . , βN ) and
zj = Mwβj =
βj − w
1− w¯βj ,
7
so
∂zj
∂w
= − 1
1− w¯βj . (11)
For a phase model the order parameter a satisfies the homogeneity condition
a(ζz1, ζz2, . . . , ζzN ) = ζa(z1, z2, . . . , zN );
differentiating with resepct to ζ gives the identity
N∑
j=1
zj
∂a
∂zj
= a. (12)
Substituting (11) and (12) into (10) gives
∂
∂w
[(1− ww¯)−1a(Mwp)] = (1− ww¯)−2
N∑
j=1
(
w¯zj − 1− ww¯
1− w¯βj
)
∂a
∂zj
= (1− ww¯)−2
N∑
j=1
(
w¯ · βj − w
1− w¯βj −
1− ww¯
1− w¯βj
)
∂a
∂zj
= −(1− ww¯)−2
N∑
j=1
∂a
∂zj
.
Since 1− ww¯ is real, we see that the hyperbolic gradient condition is
ImDa = 0 (13)
everywhere on TN , where the differential operator D on the torus TN with coordinates
zj ∈ S1 is
D =
∂
∂z1
+ · · ·+ ∂
∂zn
.
The flow for the system (8) is Hamiltonian for the hyperbolic metric if and only if the
flow with order paramater ia is gradient, so the hyperbolic Hamiltonian condition is
ReDa = 0.
The function a = Z1 from the WS system (2) with α = 0 (δ = pi/2) satisfies
the hyperbolic gradient criterion: Da = 1, so ImDa = 0. This special case of the
original Kuramoto model (2), with ω = 0, is also a gradient system on the full state
space TN with respect to the standard Euclidean metric ds2 = dθ21 + . . . + dθ
2
N ; its
potential function (up to a constant) is (N/2)|Z1|2. However, in general the hyperbolic
gradient condition (13) is not equivalent to the Euclidean gradient condition on TN .
For example, the system (1) with order parameter a = |Z1|2Z1 and A = 0 is gradient
with respect to the Euclidean metric on TN , but thisa does not satisfy the hyperbolic
gradient condition (13). Conversely, the system (1) with a = Z2Z1 and A = 0, where
Z2 =
1
N
∑N
j=1 z
2
j , is not gradient with respect to the Euclidean metric on T
N , but
does satisfy the hyperbolic gradient condition (13). We will present several additional
examples of hyperbolic gradient systems in Section 8.
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6. Z1 Phase Model. The Z1 phase model (2) studied in WS has a = eiαZ1,
so the dynamics on the reduced orbits are given by
w˙ = −1
2
(1− |w|2)eiαZ1(Mwp). (14)
It is illustrative to plot the vector fields w˙ on ∆ which correspond to the flows on
reduced G-orbits of the oscillator system described by the phase model a = Z1 with
N = 4. Figure 1 shows the fields for the base points pA = (1, i,−1,−i), pB = MwpA
with w = 0.5 eipi/3, and pC = (1, η,−1,−η) with η = ei5pi/6. Panels A) and B)
are equivalent flows related by the Mo¨bius transformation Mw; Panel A) is more
symmetrical since its base point has barycenter at zero. Panel C represents the flow
on a different reduced group orbit with base point pC which can be thought of as a
deformation of pA fixing the barycenter at zero. For the Z1 model the flows on the
reduced group orbits are topologically equivalent, provided the base point p has all
distinct coordinates.
Fig. 1. Vector fields w˙ on ∆ corresponding to flows on reduced G-orbits with base points pA,
pB and pC for the phase model a = Z1 with N = 4. The dots are the coordinates of the base point
p; × is the hyperbolic barycenter.
As shown above, (14) is a hyperbolic gradient system when α = 0, and so has a
potential function H. Comparing to (9), we see that we can construct H by solving
∂H
∂w
= −(1− |w|2)−1Z1(Mwp)
= − 1
N
· 1
1− ww
N∑
j=1
βj − w
1− wβj
=
1
N
N∑
j=1
(
w
1− ww −
βj
1− βjw
)
.
Integrating with respect to w, treating w as a constant, determines H up to an
arbitrary analytic function g(w). We obtain
H(w) = 1
N
N∑
j=1
log
(
1− βjw
1− ww
)
+ g(w).
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Next, we want to choose g(w) to make H real, so we set
H(w) = 1
N
N∑
j=1
[
log
(
1− βjw
1− ww
)
+ log(1− βjw)
]
= − 1
N
N∑
j=1
log
(
1− |w|2
(1− βjw)(1− βjw)
)
.
Let ρβ(w) denote the Poisson kernel function with unit mass at β ∈ S1:
ρβ(w) =
1− |w|2
(1− βw)(1− βw) =
1− |w|2
1− 2Reβw + |w|2 .
Recall that 12piρz(w) is a density function on the circle |w| = r < 1, and these densities
converge to the delta function at β as r → 1. Then we see that the potential function
H is the negative average of logs of Poisson densities:
H(w) = − 1
N
N∑
j=1
log ρβj (w),
Using the notation of WS, the Z1 model with a = e(pi/2−δ)iZ1 has
H˙(w) = cos
(pi
2
− δ
)
(1− |w|2)2
∣∣∣∣∂H∂w
∣∣∣∣2 = sin δ|Z1(Mwp)|2, (15)
in agreement with WS.
Fig. 2. Level curves of the Hamiltonian H for base points pA, pB and pC as in Figure 1.
Vector fields in Figure 1 are the hyperbolic gradients of H.
In Figure 2 we plot level curves of the Hamiltonian function H(w) for the three
base points pA, pB and pC used in Figure 1. The flows in Figure 1 (with α = 0) are
the hyperbolic gradients of H. For α 6= 0 the vector fields on ∆ are rotated by the
angle α from the hyperbolic gradient: w˙ = eiα∇hypH. For α = ±pi/2 the flow is along
level curves of H. Figure 3 depicts vector fields on the reduced G-orbit for N = 4 with
base point pA. The rotation parameter α = pi/4 in Panel A yields outwardly spiraling
dynamics with increasing H. Panel B shows the completely integrable Hamiltonian
case α = pi/2 with H conserved.
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Fig. 3. Vector fields w˙ on ∆ corresponding to flows on G-orbits with basis point pA, for the
model a = eiαZ1 and N = 4 with rotation parameter α = pi/4 in Panel A and α = pi/2 in Panel B.
7. Geometric Interpretation of H for a = eiαZ1 model. The flow on the
disc ∆ given by (14) and the function H have beautiful interpretations in terms of the
hyperbolic geometry on the disc, explained in the 1986 paper “Conformally Natural
Extension Of Homeomorphisms Of The Circle” by Douady and Earle [3]. (Note that
Douady and Earle omit the factor 2 in the definition of the hyperbolic metric, so their
metric has curvature −4.) Fix any point β on the boundary S1; then for each w ∈ ∆
there is a unique geodesic that connects w to β. Therefore for each w ∈ ∆ there is a
unique unit vector (in the hyperbolic metric) ξβ(w) which gives the direction of the
geodesic connecting w to β; the corresponding geodesic flow is given by
w˙ = ξβ(w) =
1
2
(1− |w|2) β − w
1− wβ =
1
2
(1− |w|2)Mwβ.
For example, suppose β = 1 and w = x ∈ (−1, 1); then the flow reduces to
x˙ =
1
2
(
1− x2) ,
which is exactly the flow on (−1, 1) towards 1 with unit speed in the hyperbolic metric.
The vector field ξβ is the hyperbolic gradient of the real function hβ given by
hβ(w) = log ρβ(w) = log
(
1− |w|2
|β − w|2
)
.
So we see that the Z1 model (14) with α = 0 (which has a = Z1) is just the average
of these geodesic flows towards the points zj , reversed in time, and is the gradient
flow for
H(w) = − 1
N
N∑
J=1
hβj (w).
This is illustrated in Figure 4, where we plot the four geodesics connecting a point
w to the four βj ’s for the base points pA, pB and pC in each panel respectively. The
unit geodesic directions ξβj at w are shown as the grey vectors which sum to the blue
vector which in turn indicates the direction of the flow w˙.
The unique fixed point for the flow (14) is the conformal barycenter of the config-
uration p = (β1, . . . , βN ) on the unit circle. This point is defined by the property that
at this point the sum of the unit vectors pointing towards the βj is 0. Douady and
Earle prove the existence and uniqueness of the conformal barycenter for a continuous
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Fig. 4. Geodesics connecting a point w ∈ ∆ to the four βj ’s of the base points pA, pB and pC .
Grey arrows indicate each geodesic’s unit direction ξβj (w), they sum to the blue arrow which is the
direction w˙ for the phase model a = Z1.
probability distribution on the circle, and assert that their proof can be modified for
the case of discrete masses, as long as there are no atoms with mass ≥ 1/2.
There is also a nice interpretation, due to Thurston[3], of the functions hβ ; roughly
speaking, −hβ(w) measures the distance from w to β relative to the distance from
0 to 1. Of course both these distances are infinite in the hyperbolic metric, so more
precisely, this means
−hβ(w) = lim
r→1−
(d(w, rβ)− d(0, r)) .
Therefore H(w) measures (in this relative sense) the average distance from w to the
points βj on the boundary. The conformal barycenter for the configuration p = (βj)
is the unique point which minimizes H.
We conclude this section with a proof that the Z1 model has a unique fixed point
on each reduced group orbit G˜p, provided that p does not have a majority cluster
of at least N/2 equal βj . (WS proves existence but not uniqueness). Suppose p is a
fixed point for the reduced system, and p has no majority cluster, so p must have at
least 3 distinct βj . Construct the function H as above. Existence and uniqueness are
a consequence of the following lemmas:
Lemma 1. If p has no majority cluster, then
lim
|w|→1
H(w) =∞.
Lemma 2. All fixed points of (14) for cosα < 0 are attracting.
Assume these lemmas hold and let w ∈ ∆ be any point. Consider the forward
limit set Ω(w) under the flow (14) with cosα < 0. Then H is decreasing (or constant)
along the trajectory of w, so Lemma 1 implies that the forward limit set Ω(w) must
be a compact subset of ∆. Then H takes a minimum value over Ω(w) at some point
w?, and we see from (15) that w? must be a fixed point for the flow. By Lemma 2 all
fixed points are attracting, so we must have Ω(w) = {w?}. This proves the existence
of fixed points, and also that each w ∈ ∆ is in the basin of attraction of some fixed
point. If there were multiple fixed points, we would have a partition of ∆ into disjoint
non-empty open basins of attraction, which is impossible. This proves uniqueness.
Proof of Lemma 1. The assertion is equivalent to
lim
|w|→1
e−NH(w) = 0.
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So it suffices to prove that
lim
n→∞ e
−NH(wn) = 0
for any sequence wn ∈ ∆ with limwn ∈ S1. Observe that
e−NH(wn) =
N∏
j=1
ρβj (wn) =
N∏
j=1
1− |wn|2
|1− βjwn|2
.
If limwn 6= βj for all j, then as n→∞ the denominators in all the factors are bounded
below by some c > 0, so the conclusion is clear. Otherwise suppose limwn = βj , and
βj occurs with multiplicity l in p. Observe that for 0 < r < 1,
max
|w|=r
ρβj (w) =
1 + r
1− r <
2
1− r .
Therefore up to constants the j term is dominated by (1− |wn|)−l and all the other
terms together are dominated by (1 − |wn|)N−l; hence as long as l < N/2 we have
limn→∞ e−NH(wn) = 0.
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose the reduced phase model has a fixed point p =
(β1, β2, . . . , βN ). We choose p as our base point and consider the system (14). To
first order in w,
Mwβj = (βj − w)(1 + wβj) = βj − w + β2jw,
so the linearization of (14) at w = 0 is
w˙ = −1
2
eiα (Z2w − w) ,
where Z2 is the second moment of p. Let Z2 = a + ib; then in real coordinates
w = u+ iv this 2D linear system has matrix
L = −1
2
(
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα
)(
a− 1 b
b −a− 1
)
.
Observe that tr L = cosα and detL = 14 (1 − |Z2|2) > 0, so the fixed point at w = 0
is attracting when cosα < 0.
In terms of the N = 4 examples used for illustrative purposes, if the point w ∈ ∆
in each panel of Figure 4 at which the tangent vectors ξβj (w) are evaluated is taken
to be at w = Z1(p), pairs of βj fall on the same geodesic but with opposite flow
directions, so the ξβj (w) come in canceling pairs and the barycenter w is a fixed
point.
8. New Families of Hyperbolic Gradient Phase Models. We have shown
that the widely studied Z1 model is a hyperbolic gradient phase model, which clarifies
some of its special properties discovered in WS. It is not unique. As stated earlier one
can construct Kuramoto phase models by taking a to be any linear combination of
terms Zn1 · · ·Znr with n1 + · · ·+nr = 1, but these models generally do not satisfy
the hyperbolic gradient condition (13). We have, however, identified infinite families
of such gradient phase models that can be written as combinations of double, triple
and quadruple products of moments, namely
Dn = ZnZ1−n,
Tn = Z1+2nZ2−n − Z1−2nZ2n + Z1+nZnZ−2n − Z1−nZ−nZ2n,
Qn = (Z1+nZ−n − Z1−nZn) |Zn|2
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Fig. 5. Vector fields w˙ on ∆ corresponding to flows on reduced G-orbits with base points pA
and p′C in Panels A and C. Panel B shows level curves of the potential H whose gradient is the
flow in panel A. These results are all for the phase model a = Z2Z−1 with N = 4. The dots are the
coordinates of the base points; circles indicate fixed points.
where n ∈ Z is arbitrary. The Z1 model is then a special case of the first (double
product) family with n = 1. All of these are easy to check, using these facts: the
differential operator D is a derivation, DZn = nZn−1 and Zn = Z−n. For example,
a = ZnZ1−n has
D(ZnZ1−n) = nZn−1Z1−n + (1− n)ZnZ−n = n|Zn−1|2 + (1− n)|Zn|2
which is real, so ImDa = 0.
We mention some properties of the simplest extension of the Z1 model, with
a = eiαZ2Z−1. The function Z2Z−1 can have multiple zeros on reduced G-orbits.
For instance, in Panel A of Figure 5 we plot the flow for the gradient case α = 0
corresponding to splay G-orbit for the pA base point for N = 4. Notice there are
now five fixed points inside the disk; one at the barycenter w = 0 and four at ±w∗
and ±w∗ with w∗ =
√
2−√3 eipi/4. The fixed point at w = 0 is non-hyperbolic with
index −3; the other four fixed points are hyperbolic with index +1. We have also
calculated the potential H for a = Z2Z−1, and plot level sets of H for the base point
pA in panel B. In Panel C we plot the gradient flow corresponding to the different
reduced G-orbit with base point p′C = (1, iη
′,−1,−iη′) where η′ = eipi/72. The fixed
point at w = 0 (with index −3) from Panel A has now bifurcated into 3 hyperbolic
fixed points. So we see that for this model, fixed point bifurcations can occur as we
vary the base point p, in contrast to the case of the Z1 model.
9. Discussion. In this paper we have presented a new framework for studying
the dynamics of Kuramoto phase models. For a system with N oscillators, the phase
space for these systems reduces to the torus TN−1, and the dynamical orbits lie in
the reduced Mo¨bius group orbits, which generically can be identified with the unit
disc ∆. The reduced Mo¨bius orbits have a natural hyperbolic metric, so there is an
interesting subset of Kuramoto phase models which are gradient systems with respect
to this metric. An example is the Z1 model studied in WS. We showed that most of
the special dynamical properties of the Z1 model reported in WS are consequences
of this hyperbolic gradient structure. We presented a simple criterion for Kuramoto
phase models to have this gradient property, and gave several families of such models.
We leave as an open problem the complete classification of these hyperbolic gradient
systems.
The dynamics of Kuramoto phase models with the gradient property, and more
generally their rotations with respect to the intrinsic hyperbolic metric, can be ana-
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lyzed fairly easily in terms of the potential function associated to the flow; we hope to
present some examples of this for some of the gradient systems we gave above in future
work. For a complete dynamical picture, it is necessary to include the boundaries of
the reduced G-orbits, which generically consist of N copies of the circle S1, corre-
sponding to states with all but one of the oscillators in sync, which we call (N − 1, 1)
states. These N circles all meet in a single point corresponding to the completely
in-sync state. These boundary circles are invariant under the dynamics, and typically
contain saddle points which determine separatrices for the dynamics in the reduced
G-orbits. For example, the Z1 model with sin δ > 0 has a single repelling fixed point
(the conformal barycenter) in each reduced G-orbit; there are N heteroclinic saddle
connections joining the barycenter to N saddles, one on each boundary component.
All other trajectories converge to the in-sync state on the boundary. The dynamics
are reversed for sin δ < 0, and Hamiltonian for sin δ = 0.
This dynamical portrait is discussed in WS, where it is stated “On each invari-
ant subspace, the flow is either toward the in-phase state (if sin δ > 0), toward the
incoherent manifold (sin δ < 0), or neither (sin δ = 0).” (The “incoherent manifold”
is the codimension 2 set of all conformal barycenters.) This description is almost
correct, but misses the codimension one manifolds connecting the barycenters to the
(N − 1, 1) boundary saddles. In any case, the dynamics on each reduced group orbit
is qualitatively the same; there are no bifurcations as one moves through the reduced
group orbits. This is definitely not the case for more complicated gradient phase mod-
els; interesting bifurcations can occur as we vary the orbits. For example, as we saw
above for the Z2Z−1 model, if the base point p is a highly symmetric configuration
like the Nth roots of unity, than the fixed point at w = 0 on the reduced G-orbit can
be non-hyperbolic, and bifurcate to multiple fixed points as we vary the base point
p. We plan to address this and other issues related to the dynamics of these gradient
systems in a future work.
We thank Steve Strogatz for suggesting that we revisit some of the questions
raised in WS, Martin Bridgeman for pointing out reference [3], and both of them for
many helpful discussions while this work was in progress.
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